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Letter of UK comrade Huw
’Badger’ Norfolk from clandestinity
(UK)

Friday, October 21st, 2011

During the massive UK riots in August there was a window smashing action against
offices of a right-wing newspaper in Bristol, for which the cops seek a suspect from re-
ported DNA evidence. This resulted in a local squat being raided. The cops didn’t find
who they were looking for, Huw ‘Badger’ Norfolk, but made a political investigation,
and seized computers, phones, papers. The newspaper, which naturally had their jour-
nalists present at the raid, tried to play a key part in the local repressive operations of
the police, exactly like every other newspaper in the country. They all justified the po-
lice murder of Mark Duggan and excused the daily brutality and disgusting behaviour
of the police, printing suspects photographs and spreading hatred and vengeance etc.
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The newspaper, known as the ‘Evening Post’ is a very typical daily newspaper owned
by Northcliffe Media (formerly Northcliffe Newspapers Group), it is a large regional
newspaper publisher in the UK and Central and Eastern Europe, owned by the Daily
Mail and General Trust. In UK, it operates from over 30 publishing centres, and also
has 18 daily titles.
1st communication, October 2011
An open letter to whoever wants to be concerned,
Two months have passed since the police execution of Mark Duggan tipped the

already-fragile balance of power in the UK, unlocking an orgy of defiance across this
island. A well of frustrations finally boiled over and the system was left reeling by a
determined insurrection from a wide range of people. Following these days and nights
of brazen attacks in Bristol (as in other places) a house is raided in a police and media
orchestrated scene as part of their revenge operation for the blows they have both
received in the uprising – they leave without the hostage they sought there, but I am
made aware by their blunder that I am on their wanted list.

Two months have now passed of successful evasion, and meanwhile the winds of
insurgency still blow in many towns and moments – indeed, for many they started
long before this summer. There have also been at least two more deaths at the hands
of the Law in August alone…

My decision is not to comply with my judicial persecution, and I greet D.C.I Will
White and their kind reading this by the names they are known here and everywhere
in different words and tongues: COPS – PIGS – MURDERERS.

I am one of those who simply cannot and will not stomach the social, economic,
moral, psychological, physical conditions not of our making that we are born into at
this point of history. I have never sought to decorate the walls of my cell with exam
certificates, job promotions, sports prizes, status-symbols borrowed from the wealthy
by our labour. I curse those who sell themselves so cheaply to buy such unimaginative
dreams at the expense of a possibility of a freedom truly of their own making. Since
an early age this unwillingness and refusal has put me in conflict, like countless others,
with that reality. And our understanding is growing along with our fury.

We are the “lost kids” angry and disappointed by false promises, the “uncontrollable
youth” unsatisfied with the paltry futures offered to us, the “useless components” who
reject or are excluded anyway from wage-slavery or the “disruptive elements” who
fight to destroy it from within, the “minority of trouble-makers” within the constructs
of obedient-hierarchical-racist-patriarchal normality, the “hooded rioters” within the
constant revolt against all that and more. We are your children, and those of your
society. And it is time today for the components of that society to decide if they
will be the hand trying to stop us, or the hand lighting their own conspiracy for self-
determination.

Today we are here. Today we throw our rage and anarchy against the station that
this order would prescribe us: an open-ended contract to be locked in the cage of
modern living, of humiliating routine, withdrawn into quiet desperation despite all
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distractions, cast into inexplicable loneliness, into inner exile from any greater val-
ues, divorced from any connection to the Earth, walking commodities to be used and
discarded.

Each day, be sure that we are faced with constant battle as each individual must
strive to make their own path and decisions against the flow of the conformity and
submission demanded of us by the jailers of everyday life – if the revolution is not here,
truly it is nowhere. Let us live proud lives of rebellion and compassion, reclamation
and antagonism, poetry and fire.

So, in the midst of this incessant war underlying all in this world – I acknowledge
with a glad and thankful heart all who have ever stood next to me, with the rebels
wherever and whoever they are against the disguised violence that is passivity, the
disguised violence in the suppression of the hostilities and tensions around us that
urge to be realised. Here’s to those who make choices that in different ways break out
of line when everything in the dominant culture advises silence, assuring us of their
strength and feeding us poisoned whispers of our own powerlessness and insignificance.

And of course as the clash continues and escalates with increasing recognition that
everything we desire lies beyond the ruin of their rule, the enemy will carry on re-
taliating against those people with every vile method in their book: propaganda to
misrepresent our passions and aims; the loyal “opposition” of political parties and
unions presented as the democratically acceptable way we should amend our “extreme”
expressions to; the surveillance, infiltration and invasion of our friendship groups and
spaces; the arrest, interrogation and imprisonment of our comrades-in-struggle.

We don’t forget, and we don’t forgive.
Enough silence.
Action replaces tears.

for solidarity and self-organisation,
Huw ‘Badger’ Norfolk
just another fugitive.
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Happy Birthday Demo for fugitive
Badger in Bristol (UK)

Wednesday, April 18th, 2012
325 receives and transmits
On Tuesday 16th April we visited the offices of The Evening Post in Bristol to wish

a happy birthday to our Comrade Huw ‘Badger’ Norfolk who is currently on the run
due to crimes relating to the building. We held a banner which read: “BRISTOL ABC:
Every Prisoner Is A Political Prisoner” and wore badger masks to show our solidarity
with him.

Happy Birthday Badger! Wherever you are!
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Reward and arrest warrant for
anarchist comrade (UK)

Saturday, December 6th, 2014
REPRESSION IN UK
December 3, 2014 – According to the British mass-media, there is an arrest warrant,

with a size of £10,000 to anyone offering information about an anarchist comrade, al-
ready free / fugitive for three years following the repression that followed the explosion
of urban warfare 2011 in Bristoland a series of attacks, anonymous and signed ELF,
FAI.

The media refer to more than one hundred attacks that occurred in the UK in
the last three years, that have produced more than £20 million of damage, at various
targets including pylons for telecommunications, banks, luxury cars and a center of
police training completely destroyed during an attack, including the latest in solidarity
with Nikos Romanos, which occurred a few days ago.

The comrade sought, Huw Norfolk, is accused of some of these attacks.
The following pamphlet was written by persons unknown: Since the Bristol Riots
“We are the “lost kids” angry and disappointed by false promises, the “uncontrollable

youth” unsatisfied with the paltry futures offered to us, the “useless components” who
reject or are excluded anyway from wage-slavery or the “disruptive elements” who
fight to destroy it from within, the “minority of trouble-makers” within the constructs
of obedient-hierarchical-racist-patriarchal normality, the “hooded rioters” within the
constant revolt against all that and more. We are your children, and those of your
society. And it is time today for the components of that society to decide if they
will be the hand trying to stop us, or the hand lighting their own conspiracy for self-
determination.”
Huw ‘Badger’ Norfolk

just another fugitive.
October 2011

http://www.crocenera.org/
–
More from ABC Bristol:

http://bristolabc.wordpress.com/2014/10/15/statement-against-police-harassment/
http://bristolabc.wordpress.com/defendant-solidarity/police-harassment/
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http://web.archive.org/web/20200923204034/http:/www.crocenera.org/
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http://web.archive.org/web/20200923204034/http:/bristolabc.wordpress.com/defendant-solidarity/police-harassment/


http://bristolabc.wordpress.com/2014/11/18/action-report-back-at-ya-police-
harassment/
ABC Hurricane:
http://abchurricane.noblogs.org/post/2014/09/27/bbc-anarchists-intent-on-

bringing-chaos-to-the-streets-uk/
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Informer’s house vandalised along
with Police Horse Transporters by
Eco-anarchist vandals – FAI/IRF
(UK)

Thursday, April 20th, 2017
18th April – we thought it long overdue that ‘Julie’, a police informer in Yatton,

near Bristol, received a home visit to remind her that we do not forget nor forgive.
Badger stayed at Julie’s house after being invited there by her when he was first on
the run. Badger is wanted for the smashing of the Bristol Post newspaper offices in
2011 and the burning of a transmitter. As a minimum gesture of solidarity to wanted
anarchist Badger, we painted “snitch” there and sabotaged her vehicle. We hope she
crashes and is paralysed. Julie lives at 3 Barberry Farm Road where she resides with
her partner and children. An older washed-out queer peace activist type of person,
but actually just a disgusting betrayer and one who abused the trust put in her. Julie
thought she could save herself from police attention by informing, but found that the
pigs wanted more. So she even gave information on other people who came to visit
Badger at her place and police were sure to send a forensic team to collect DNA. Snitch,
you will be remembered as one more reactionary who deserves to live in misery. We
hope the cancer that it is in your body kills you and we hope to make your last days
as unhappy as possible. Die knowing you are hated. More activists (who we haven’t
forgotten about either) protected this snitch at the time of her informing, preventing
those hunted from knowing that Julie had betrayed Badger and his friends. Millions
of your pathetic activist lives add up to the sum total of fuck-all compared to the
indomitable spirit of Badger.

Not very far away from Julie’s house is Davis Lane, Clevedon, where mounted police
are located with a stadium and next to this is a police specialist operations centre. We
punctured the tyres on four horse transport vehicles and sprayed “Flat, Ha Ha!” on the
sides. So much for security.

Stay free Badger – Fuck the Police
Solidarity to anarchist prisoners and those on the run.
Eco-anarchist vandals – FAI/IRF
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Poster: Mast Fires Map –
Solidarity with Badger (UK)

Thursday, February 13th, 2020
FR: Une carte des incendies d’antennes-relais – Solidarité avec Badger
PDF: International solidarity with Badger
Bristol Mast Fire
Fourteen arson attacks against telecommunications and mobile phone masts in the

Bristol and Bath area took place over the last decade.
This imaginal map is an attempt to show a rough sketch of how these attacks were

spread over a large area.
The Earth is being rapidly destroyed by a matrix of greed, consumerism, technology

and industrial exploitation which has poisoned the air, rivers and land, harmed all
living beings and made millions of species extinct.

These attacks caused substantial losses for the capitalist companies and shows that
the system can be sabotaged through organisation and direct action. One way to hit
the system is by economic and strategic sabotage in all fronts.

The cost of the damage can never equate to the profits the system loots from our
lives everyday and the damage that it has done to the Earth.

Despite years of police repression against the anarchist movement no one has been
charged with the fires but the cops have accused a fugitive anarchist comrade ‘Badger’
for involvement in one incendiary strike in 2013 that took out police radio, Vodafone
services and TV and digital coverage to 80,000 homes and businesses.
The action was claimed by the FAI/ELF – Horizons of Burning Rage.
Police also accuse Badger of trashing the windows of right-wing rag ‘Bristol Post’ in
the riots of 2011. Innocent or guilty is irrelevant to our solidarity.

Stay free Badger – Long live anarchy!
International solidarity to Badger
Freedom for ALL – Destroy Civilisation
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Philadelphia: Anarchist Group
‘Bristling Badger Brigade’ Burns
Cell Tower (U$A)

Monday, May 4th, 2020
Another May Day, another cell tower set alight. A small act in the earliest hours,

but an escalation beyond the norm. And we never want to return to ‘normalcy.’ We
don’t know the difference between 4G and 5G. All we know is we want none of it.

The tower’s proximity to a train yard, a major pharmaceutical company’s office,
and other military/mercenary enterprises in the Philadelphia Navy Yard was intended
to interfere with their operations, however small the impact. It should also be a re-
minder that no one is untouchable if you have the appropriate determination. And this
particular act was quite easy.

The first flame was a warm hug for the comrade Badger, allegedly on the run after
a series of similar incidents in Bristol. Stay free!

The ensuing smoke a signal to the comrades undergoing the Scripta Manent perse-
cution in Italy… we stand with you!

For freedom,
for anarchy!

Bristling Badger Brigade
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A critique of his ideas & actions.
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